
Free Design 
Mycena Rosea (Rosy Bonnet Mushroom)
 

Print off the design below and 
trace the design, use the prick and pounce method
transfer paper. Go over the paper 
clearly. 

Place a backing fabric behind your embroidery fabric to give you a more stable ground 
to work on and frame both pieces together in your chosen embroidery hoop.
 
Design for transfer 
(Small and large. I used the small

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Materials you will need:  

 Fabric to embroider your 
cotton or linen or a blend of the two is good for silk shading)

 Cotton backing fabric  
 Embroidery threads. I used

DMC – 3685, 600, 602, 603, 605, 23, 842
 Needles  - Embroidery 10 
 Embroidery scissors  

 Embroidery frame to fit fabric

 

 

Mycena Rosea (Rosy Bonnet Mushroom) 

and transfer onto your chosen fabric. To do this you can 
trace the design, use the prick and pounce method, a Hot-iron transfer pen

paper design with a black pen first if you can’t see it 

Place a backing fabric behind your embroidery fabric to give you a more stable ground 
and frame both pieces together in your chosen embroidery hoop.

small one in the video) 

 

Fabric to embroider your mushrooms on (a tightly woven natural fabric such as 
cotton or linen or a blend of the two is good for silk shading) 

. I used 1 strand of each of the following colours
600, 602, 603, 605, 23, 842 

Embroidery 10 if you can or embroidery 9 for one strand of cotton

Embroidery frame to fit fabric 
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To do this you can 
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rst if you can’t see it 

Place a backing fabric behind your embroidery fabric to give you a more stable ground 
and frame both pieces together in your chosen embroidery hoop. 

mushrooms on (a tightly woven natural fabric such as 
 

1 strand of each of the following colours: 

9 for one strand of cotton 
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Stitch plans 
Use the following plans and reference
add any notes you need to on them such as row markers or colour notes.
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reference photos 

Check out our video on stitching 
YouTube to find our channel and click on the red 

Sarah is happy for you to use this design for your own 
commercial use please without Sarah’s permission (e.g. selling it on, teaching, selling the 

Outline Design 

Stitch order
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5 

reference photos to help you. If you get stuck refer to these
on them such as row markers or colour notes.

 
stitching these mushrooms, just search Sarah Homfray 

YouTube to find our channel and click on the red SUBSCRIBE button to bookmark our page
 

Sarah is happy for you to use this design for your own personal use but not for any 
commercial use please without Sarah’s permission (e.g. selling it on, teaching, selling the 

finished embroidery etc.) 

Tonal drawing Colour drawing

Stitch order Stitch direction 
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to help you. If you get stuck refer to these; 
on them such as row markers or colour notes.  
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Colour drawing 


